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ABSTRACT
This paper presents, to our knowledge, the first study on analyzing mathematical expressions to detect academic plagiarism. We make the following contributions. First, we investigate confirmed cases of plagiarism to categorize the similarities of mathematical content commonly found in plagiarized publications. From this investigation, we derive possible feature selection and feature comparison strategies for developing math-based detection approaches and a ground truth for our experiments. Second, we create a test collection by embedding confirmed cases of plagiarism into the NTCIR-11 MathIR Task dataset, which contains approx. 60 million mathematical expressions in 105,120 documents from arXiv.org. Third, we develop a first math-based detection approach by implementing and evaluating different feature comparison approaches using an open source parallel data processing pipeline built using the Apache Flink framework. The best performing approach identifies all but two of our real-world test cases at the top rank and achieves a mean reciprocal rank of 0.86. The results show that mathematical expressions are promising text-independent features to identify academic plagiarism in large collections. To facilitate future research on math-based plagiarism detection, we make our source code and data available.

1 INTRODUCTION
Academic plagiarism has been defined as "the use of ideas, concepts, words, or structures without appropriately acknowledging the source to benefit in a setting where originality is expected" [6]. Detecting academic plagiarism is a pressing problem, e.g., for educational and research institutions, funding agencies, and academic publishers. Research on information retrieval (IR) approaches for plagiarism detection (PD) has yielded mature systems that employ text retrieval to find suspiciously similar documents. These systems reliably retrieve documents containing (nearly) copied text, but often fail to identify disguised forms of academic plagiarism, such as paraphrases, translations, and idea plagiarism [23].

This paper initiates research on the approach of analyzing mathematical expressions to improve the detection of disguised forms of academic plagiarism. The idea of the approach, which we coin MathPD, has been informally discussed, e.g., at the doctoral consortium at SIGIR’15. However, to our knowledge, no methods or systems pursuing the approach have been proposed thus far.

2 RELATED WORK
Plagiarism detection is a ranked document retrieval task. The objective is to compare an input document to a large reference collection of genuine documents and to return all documents exhibiting similarities above a certain threshold [20]. PD systems typically follow a multi-stage process. The systems first employ computationally efficient methods, such as n-gram fingerprinting, vector space models, or citation analysis, to limit the retrieval space in the candidate retrieval stage [13, 20]. This is followed by exhaustive string comparisons in the detailed comparison stage [20, 22]. Such approaches are limited to finding near copies of text. Identified candidate documents may undergo an optional post-processing stage to eliminate false positives, such as correctly quoted text. In the final stage, the retrieval results must be presented to a human examiner who judges the legitimacy of the identified similarities [20]. To detect disguised forms of academic plagiarism, researchers have proposed a variety of monolingual approaches employing semantic and syntactic feature analysis, crosslingual IR methods, and language independent feature analyses, e.g., using images or academic citations [2, 22].

To our knowledge, no approach has analyzed mathematics for PD. Mathematical information retrieval mainly addresses three tasks: i) mathematical document retrieval, ii) formula retrieval, and iii) document synthesis [9]. The objective in mathematical document retrieval and formula retrieval is to process a user query consisting of text, mathematical notation, or both and return a ranked list of documents or formulae that match the query. Document synthesis describes the composition of a new document from retrieved fragments, which is mainly relevant for educational purposes, but not for MathPD [9]. MathIR research typically distinguishes between three levels of mathematical information: i) presentation, ii) structure, and iii) semantics (ordered by increasing difficulty for being accessed by automated methods). To retrieve mathematical content on the presentation level, researchers typically adapted text-retrieval approaches, such as specialized keyword indexes [19]. To retrieve mathematical content on the structural level, researchers employed substitution tree data structures [11]. To access the semantic information of mathematical content, when it has not bee marked
up explicitly [4], researchers proposed to adapt natural language processing methods to analyze the text that surrounds mathematical expressions [12, 16, 17]. While many research approaches have been proposed to perform similarity assessments on all three levels, Guidi and Sacerdoti Coen find that, as of 2016, only five systems or development frameworks were still available [9].

Both the PD and the MathIR research field offer established standardized evaluation frameworks. In PD, the PAN task series provides a standardized collection of simulated plagiarism cases to benchmark PD systems [15]. However, the PAN collection exclusively contains textual content, which makes it unsuitable for evaluating MathPD approaches. In the MathIR field, the sesqui-annual NTCIR MathIR Task offers a standardized testbed for formula retrieval systems [1], which we adapt (cf. Section 3.3.1).

3 MATH-BASED PLAGIARISM DETECTION
The objective in MathPD is to compare the mathematical expressions in a query document to the expressions contained in documents within a large collection and perform ranked retrieval of all documents with expressions that are similar beyond a chosen threshold. The main differences of MathPD to mathematical document retrieval (cf. Section 2) are the approaches to query formulation and query processing. In mathematical document retrieval, the user formulates the query using a combination of search terms, query language operators, and mathematical features [9]. In MathPD, the query is an entire document. The potential obfuscation of unduly used content by a plagiarist is a threat to retrieval effectiveness that is specific to the MathPD task. Therefore, feature extraction for MathPD is more challenging than for mathematical document retrieval, since the extracted features should be robust against potential obfuscation.

To investigate the characteristics of mathematical plagiarism and derive a gold standard for our experiments, we manually analyzed confirmed plagiarism cases, which we describe in the next section.

3.1 Investigation of Plagiarism Cases
We collected 44 research papers that had been retracted for plagiarism and that involved mathematical content. We found 39 of those papers by reviewing 276 plagiarism cases that Halevi and Bar-Ilan had collected [10] for documents that contain significant amounts of mathematics. We retrieved an additional 3 cases from the blog Retraction Watch2 and another 2 cases from the crowd-sourced project VroniPlag3, which investigates plagiarism allegations.

Four individuals with degrees in computer science (3), physics (1), and mathematics (1) reviewed the cases. To ensure that the reviewers could appropriate the appropriateness of similar mathematical content, we limited the collection to papers in computer science (6 papers), mathematics (7 papers) and physics (4 papers). Additionally, we included one paper from bioengineering and one paper from medical engineering, for which the retraction notices described the plagiarized mathematics.

Our observations from analyzing the 19 cases that matched the area of expertise of the reviewers are as follows. First, most retracted papers contain significant amounts of mathematical expressions that were similar or identical to expressions in the source document and violated scientific practices. Second, several retracted papers also contained (near) copied text and / or figures. Third, most shared mathematics in the retracted papers closely resembled the mathematics in the source and can be categorized as:

**Identical:** an exact copy of math in the source document.

**Equivalent:** equivalent forms, e.g., due to the properties of commutativity, distributivity, and associativity.

**Order changes:** order of expressions within document differs.

**Different presentation:** structurally and semantically identical; use of different identifiers, e.g., $v_i$ vs. $\theta_i$, different function names, e.g., $\beta(x)$ vs. $f(x)$, or the use of different operator symbols, e.g., $\lor$ vs. $\land$ for min-plus deconvolution.

**Splits or merges:** a combination of two or more expressions is semantically identical to one expression in the source document ("split"), e.g., term substitutions or intermediate steps in a proof; also opposite relation: "merged" expressions.

**Different concepts:** different, yet semantically (nearly) identical, concepts, e.g., use of summation over vector components instead of matrix multiplication, discretization of expressions, e.g., transforming integrals into sums, or using multidimensional variables instead of multiple nested single-dimensional variables.

We expect that verbatim and slightly altered copies of mathematics are overrepresented in our sample, because they are easier to recognize for humans and likely identified more frequently. In two retracted papers, we encountered similarities of mathematics that are difficult to recognize and for which legitimacy is hard to assess. In both cases, the authors combined content from two sources. The two retracted papers used their own notation, but followed the order of ideas presented in the sources.

3.2 Detection Approach
This section describes our initial experiments on developing a MathPD approach. Given that most of the similar mathematics we observed in retracted papers closely resembled the mathematics in the source documents, we opted to evaluate the suitability of approaches that compare basic presentational features of mathematical expressions to identify such instances. Presentational features include all elements of mathematical notation, such as identifiers, numbers, operators, and special symbols. We configured our experimental MathPD approach as follows:

**Features:** We select the essential elements of mathematical notation – identifiers, numbers, and operators – as features.

**Feature descriptors:** Since most mathematics in retracted documents are slightly altered, approximate feature comparison approaches like vector or set comparisons, histograms, and edit distances seem promising to identify many instances of plagiarized mathematics. Due to their robustness and speed of computation, we use histograms of the frequency of feature instances within a document or document partition. In other terms, we analyze how often a specific identifier, number, or operator occurs.

**Granularity:** We experiment with two granularities for the feature comparison. First, we use feature descriptors for entire documents. Second, we partition documents based on the number of characters in the document into five equally-sized partitions. The partitioning approach roughly reflects the typical research paper
structure (introduction, related work, approach, evaluation, and conclusion). We add 25% of the length of each partition as overlap to the previous and the following partition.

Feature comparison: For this initial investigation, we opted for a basic pairwise comparison of all feature descriptors to all other feature descriptors instead of devising indexing structures and selection strategies for the feature comparison.

Similarity metrics: We evaluate two distance measures to compute the similarity between feature descriptors (see Equation (1)). First, we compute the distance $d_e$ for any feature $e$, i.e., identifiers (ci), numbers (cn), and operators (co). $d_e$ represents the absolute difference of the occurrence frequencies $f_{1,e}$ of a feature instance $e'$, i.e., the number of times a specific identifier, number, or operator occurs in two documents or partitions normalized by the sum of the larger occurrence frequency of each feature instance in either of the two documents or partitions. Second, we use the aggregated distance measure $D$ as the sum of the individual distances $d_e$.

$$d_e = \frac{\sum_{e} |f_{1,e} - f_{2,e}|}{\sum_{e} \max(f_{1,e}, f_{2,e})} \quad D = \sum_{e \in \{ci, cn, co\}} d_e. \quad (1)$$

We compute the distances for all partition-partition and document-document pairs in the collection and rank documents by increasing distance score. In case of partitions, we only consider the lowest scoring partition pair for each document pair.

3.3 Experiments

This section describes the methodology of our experiments to evaluate the MathPD approaches we described in the previous section. To prevent redundant research and to contribute to establishing shared design and evaluation standards for MathIR systems, we build upon existing MathIR resources. To facilitate future research on MathPD, we make available the source code and data used at: https://purl.org/mathpd

3.3.1 Test Collection. To create a test collection for our study, we selected ten of the retracted papers we had reviewed manually as the query documents. The papers represent typical instances of similar mathematics we observed and are from disciplines covered by the NT-CIR-11 MathIR Task dataset [1], which we use to create the reference collection.

The NT-CIR dataset includes approx. 60 million formulae contained in 105,120 scientific papers from the fields of computer science, mathematics, physics, and statistics retrieved from the arXiv preprint repository. The papers were converted via LaTeXML\(^3\) to XHTML. Mathematical expressions are included in the XHTML files using parallel Presentation and Content MathML\(^4\). Since the dataset was developed for formula search, the papers are split up into 8,301,578 smaller search units (paragraphs).

To create the reference collection, we embedded the respective source documents of the ten query documents in the NT-CIR dataset. To do so, we used InftyReader\(^2\) to convert the PDFs of the reviewed papers and their source documents to LaTeX. Subsequently, we used the LaTeXML program to convert the LaTeX output of InftyReader to the XHTML format of the NT-CIR dataset. We did not split-up the converted documents into paragraphs and used the Content MathML elements ci, cn, and co to distinguish identifiers, numbers, and operators respectively.

Manual checks confirmed a high conversion quality for basic and moderately complex mathematical expressions. For highly complex expressions involving uncommon notation, some manual cleaning of conversion errors was necessary.

3.3.2 Performance Metrics. The ground truth for our test cases is limited to one known item of relevance. As is established practice for known item retrieval, we report the ranks at which the source documents are retrieved, since ranks are most descriptive of retrieval effectiveness [3]. We also report the Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR = $\frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{i=1}^{|Q|} \frac{1}{rank_i}$, i.e., the average of the reciprocal ranks at which each query $q \in Q$ retrieves the relevant item. In our case, the ten retracted documents are the queries. The best possible score of 1 is achieved if the source document is retrieved at rank 1 for each test case. Thus, the MRR measure gives an overview of the average retrieval effectiveness of an approach.

3.3.3 Implementation. To develop a MathPD system prototype, we extended the open source MathIR framework Mathosphere\(^7\), which uses the distributed Apache Flink\(^8\) platform for data handling. Mathosphere was developed to evaluate formula search algorithms in the context of the NTCIR MathIR task [18]. For this purpose, it supports processing the paragraph-sized search units and the query format of the NTCIR task, which allows specifying mathematical expressions, expression patterns that include wildcards, and keywords. We added to Mathosphere a separate pipeline that accepts XHTML documents including MathML markup as input and provides descriptors of mathematical features as output. Developers can use the pipeline to easily access and compare the mathematics of an input document to the documents in a collection.

3.4 Results

Figure 1 shows the ranks at which the feature comparison approaches retrieved the source documents for each of the ten test cases. The two best performing approaches were analyzing the distance for identifiers $d_{ci}$ and analyzing the aggregated distance $D$. Analyzing the distances for numbers $d_{cn}$ and operators $d_{co}$ on their own yielded very poor results. The frequencies of these features appear to be too unspecific to be useful for MathPD.

When comparing feature descriptors for entire documents, analyzing the distance measure for identifiers $d_{ci}$ performed best, retrieving eight of the ten source documents at rank one (MRR=0.86). This result confirms our impression during the manual analysis that many identifiers in the retracted papers literally matched identifiers of the source documents. Identifier composition seems a valuable indicator of similarity, which in many cases is distinctive enough to retrieve the correct source from the collection of 105,120 documents. The aggregated distance measure $D$ failed to highly rank four of the source documents, because the distance measures for numbers and operators introduced false positives.

When comparing feature descriptors for document partitions, considering the identifier distance $d_{ci}$ retrieved five of the ten

\(^{1}\)https://purl.org/mathpd
\(^{2}\)http://www.arxiv.org
\(^{3}\)http://dlmf.nist.gov/LaTeXML/
\(^{4}\)https://purl.org/mathpd
\(^{5}\)https://www.w3.org/Math/
for PD using text [5] and academic citations [7, 8]. Transferring scoring heuristics that proved valuable for other PD tasks could also improve MathPD. For example, similar mathematics appearing in introductory sections could be assigned a lower score than mathematics in the methodology section of a paper [7].

Second, we plan to combine MathPD with other PD approaches that analyze literal, syntactical, and semantical text features, figures, and academic citations in a productively usable PD system [14].
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